AKC FRENCH BULLDOG BREEDER JUDGES

Marianne Ayers**
Wayne H. Brower**
Peggy Dillard Carr
James Dalton**
Marcel Daignault
Steve Eltinge
Ruby Grogg**
Clay Haviland
Henry Helmar
Anne Hier
Anne Hubbard**
Lori Hunt, DVM**
Claire V. Johnson**
Michael Loller**
Linda J. Moore**
Carol O’Bryant**
Janice Pardue**
Roger Pritchard
Kathryn A. Roberts
Virginia Rowland**
Luis Sosa**
Patricia Sosa**
Robin Stansell**
Wendy Teach

This is not necessarily a complete list of all AKC judges who breed or have bred French Bulldogs, it is furnished with the idea that any prospective judge looking for a judge to do ringside mentoring with should use a judge that has had breed experience.

** FBDCDA members